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In the early 1840s the French Society of the Sacred Heart sent Mother Galitizine to the United

States to visit the Society's boarding schools. In the course of her inspections she found many things to

criticize : authority was lax, students were given inappropriate books, students danced too frequently

thanks to the presence of a violin-playing Negro, too many recruits were insufficiently pious. In sum, it

would appear that after some fifteen years of presence in the Mississippi river valley, the Society's

efforts to civilize the American population had gone woefully astray. And yet in institutional terms the

Sacred Heart's civilizing mission in the United States represented a clear success. After the initially

lean years of the early 1820s, the Society boasted some six highly respected academies which catered

to a mixed denominational elite. Newspapers and public opinion paid hommage to the French women

religious' and to their French model of education whose prestige attracted an ever growing number of

students as well as American or creole religious recruits. Despite Galitzine's criticisms, clearly the

Society exerted an influence. But was this influence in harmony with the Mother house's objectives?

Galitzine's reports back home went on to emphasize the need to adapt French elitist ways to the more

democratic American climate and cautioned her superiors on the importance of recognizing other

forms of belief and modes of behavior: "All that one can say and do for the success of our works and

the good of the Society must vary according to the circumstances, the times, the locations, and the

people; what may be appropriate in one instance is inappropriate in another: flexibility and tact in the

choice of our methods will bring the proper results".

Gallitzine's sensitivity to cultural differences raises important questions about the

characteristics of the civilizing mission undertaken by women religious in the nineteenth century.

What did these women expect to do when they left the shores of France for distant vistas? What

happened when these women were confronted with local realities whose contours bore little relation to

familiar French ways? And finally what impact did

1. The term "women religious" is used in English to designate women who were part of active congregations, as opposed to
nuns in orders.
2. Roman archives of the Society of the Sacred Heart, CIII, USA early history, box 4. "Note pour la Superieure seule" (c.
1840-43), "Notes de la Mere Galitzine sur l'Amerique".
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these cultural forays into foreign lands have on the home institution and its perception of their

mission?

The story of religious women's efforts to spread a specific vision of Christian womanhood has

recently become the focus of historical scholarship. For historians of France, research has generally

focused on colonial or pre-colonial territories where female religious congregations often joined hands

both with missionary brothers and with government authorities in a combined effort to bring

civilization to the "heathens"3I'D . This scholarship has revealed the widespread presence of religious

women in imperial encounters, but also the specificities of women's religious mission carried as it was

by its focus on women.4 Parallel to these imperially-focused historical narratives, another vein of

research has begun to explore the consequences of religious women's expansion into non-colonial

societies. Here interpretations have tended to center on the nature of cultural exchanges while

privileging questions that shed light on the cultural composition of the "host" country ; how did French

catholicism influence English catholicism ? or to what extent did French congregations in the United

State became "Americanized" over time?5

My concern in this paper is to consider the civilizing mission in a comparative dimension,

examining its ideological objectives and its institutional manifestations in Algeria, Senegal, and the

United States. While I argue that similar motivations underlay the spread of religious congregations

into these areas, I wish to show how local social and political conditions as well as attitudes toward the

local population intervened to change the nature of these missions. In each site congregations opened

schools and attracted students who were not always the imagined target of their efforts; over time,

moreover, they were required to adapt and to change in order to maintain their presence. By focusing

on the period until roughly 1860, 1 will be considering the first two generations of women religious

asking how missionary encounters reworked cultural understandings of the mission civilisatrice?

3. Obviously, this vocabulary is that of nineteenth-century writers, who also spoke about "savages", "infidels", and
"babarians" when depicting native people.
4. See E. Dufourcq, Les congregations religieuses feminines hors d’Europedie Richelieu a nos jours. Histoire naturelle
d'une diaspora, 4 vol. (Paris, 1993); Y. Turin, Femmes et religieuses au XIXeme siecle. Le feminisme 'en religion' (Paris,
1989); G. Lecuir-N6mo, Femmes et vocation missionnaire. Permanence des congregations feminines au Senegal de 1819 a
1969: Adaptation ou mutations? Impact et insertion. (these Paris 1, 1995) ; Femmes en Mission. Actes de la XIe session du
CREDIC a Saint Flour (aout 1990) (Lyon, 1991), J. Ravelomanana-Randrianjafinimana, Histoire de I'education des jeunes
filles malgaches du XVIe siecle au milieu du XXe siecle (exemple Merina -Madagascar, a la recherche du bien-etre)
(Imarivoloanitra, 1995); F. Bowie, D. Kirkwood, S. Ardener, eds. Women and Missions: Past and Present. Anthropological
and Historical Perspectives (Berg, 1993).
5. See in particular the work of S. O'Brien, "French Nuns in 19th-century England", Past and Present 154 (Feb. 1997), p.
142-180; P. Byrne, "Sisters of Saint Joseph: Americanization of a French Tradition", U.S. Catholic Historian (summer/fall
1986), p.241-272; C. Coburn and M. Smith, Spirited Lives. How Nuns shaped American Culture and American Life,
1836-1920 (Chapel Hill, 1999).
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I. The civilizing mission in a feminine key

The growth of women's history has given new visibility to the gendered implications of

imperial expansion. The cultural imperatives that spawned missionary societies, in particular,

concerned both men and women in Protestant and Catholic countries. In Catholic France, women

religious were from the beginning at the forefront of efforts to bring civilization to the unenlightened

multitudes, and through their focus on girls introduced a gendered dimension to the civilizing

mission.6 The peculiarly French resonance of the concept of civilization had its roots in the eighteenth

century, but developed new layers of meaning in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with the

growth of imperialism and the emergence of colonial governments. Although Alice Conklin has

argued that the French civilizing mission encompassed far more than acculturation through education,

this study will focus on the education offered by women religious and will explore the specific moral,

cultural, and social vision that underlay their actions.7

The tremendous growth in female religious congregations in nineteenth-century France had

far-ranging impact on the characteristics of girls' schooling in France.8 Increasingly, contemporaries

assumed a girls' schooling experience would take place within a religious institution that promulgated

a specific world view. Teaching congregations had a clear sense of mission that structured everyday

life in religious schools.9 Although the characteristics of this mission evolved over time, particularly

as a result of rising anticlericalism, the general contours remained the same. Religious teachers sought

to form good Christian women whose influence would then spread throughout society through their

daily actions both within the family and in society as a whole. Generally, these teachers avoided

adopting a proseletyzing tone since their cultural acceptance depended on their avoiding overt efforts

to recruit students as nuns. At the same time, most orders also steered away from advocating the

training of intellectual women given the bias against femmes savantes in nineteenth-century French

6. D. Savage has similarly argued using male missionary texts that the focus on female education gendered the colonial
educational entreprise, "Missionaries and the Development of a Colonial Ideology of Female
Education in India", Gender and History (August 1997), p.201-22 1. See as well the issue on women in
missions in Memoires spiritains (1999).
7. See A. Conklin, A Mission to Civilize: The Republican Idea of Empire in France and West Africa, 18951930 (Stanford,
1997).
8. For comparative statistics of the numbers of girls educated by lay versus religious women, see R. Grew and P. Harrigan,
School, State, and Society. The Growth of Elementary Schooling in Nineteenth-Century France. A Quantitative Analysis
(Ann Arbor, 1991). For the growth of religious orders in nineteenth-century France, see C. Langfois, Le catholicisme
auftminin. Les congregations francaises a superieure generale au X1Xe siecle (Paris, 1984). For the lives of these women,
see O. Arnold, Le Corps et l’ame. La vie des religieuses au XIXe siecle (Paris, 1984).
9. See R. Rogers, "The Socialization of Girls in France under the Influence of Religion and the Church" in Erziehung der
Menschen-Geschlechter. Studien Zur Religion, Sozialisation und Bildung in Europa seit der Aufklarung, eds. M. Kraul and
C. Luth (Weinheim, 1996), p. 139-158.
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society; they advocated education rather than instruction. More importantly, perhaps, this education

was endowed with missionary overtones; most congregations saw girls' education as a means of

moralizing and christianizing specific social groups, and they adapted their strategies accordingly.10

Working-class and rural girls were given lessons that introduced order, economy and religion into the

family, while middle and upper-class girls were taught to spread their influence more broadly

throughout society through their charitable and religious actions and associations.

This missionary impulse within French society soon spread overseas as congregations

responded to the call of the wild.- While religious women were an element of early modem

missionizing, their comparative presence grew immeasurably in the nineteenth century thanks to the

social and demographic forces that drew women into active congregations devoted to nursing and

education. As early as 1817-18 the sisters of Saint Joseph de Cluny were sending women to settle in

Senegal or Ile Bourbon (the Reunion island). At the same time five nuns of the Sacred Heart settled in

frontier lands near Saint Louis; in the mid-1830s, the sisters of Saint Joseph de l’Apparition first

appeared in Algeria. Indeed throughout the world where French men sought to introduce "civilized"

ways; religious women were also present offering their services as nurses, educators, and models of

Christian virtue. The impulse to settle in Africa or the United States was born of a common concern to

spread Christian values. Indeed it should be noted that until 1908 Rome considered North America as

a mission territory under the Roman administrative responsability of Propagande Fide. 11

Internal documents from congregations indicate a variety of motivations underlay this

expansion overseas. Traditionally historians as well as contemporaries assumed that conversions were

the ultimate goal. As one prospective candidate insisted "even as a young girl, before my first

Communion, my great hope was that when I grew older I could go to the savages ("barbares"). By this

I meant men deprived of faith".12 Most religious women had apparently more modest goals that

echoed those they pursued in metropolitan France: they sought to introduce order into disorderly lives

and they spoke of regenerating morals through their focus on women. In Madagascar religious women

sought to fashion "christian woman" while in South Africa the sisters of the Sainte Famille de

Bordeaux opened schools in 1864 so that native women would learn "the rules

10. For an analysis of women's activities in religious orders which includes an attention to their missionary
adventures, see Turin, Femmes et religieuses.
11. Dufourcq, Les congregations religieuses feminines, p.206.
12.. Archives of the Doctrine Chretienne, Nancy (hereafter ADC), Entretiens Familiers 1843-1851, p. 188. This volume as
well as those that follow, entitled Annales religieuses de la Doctrine Chretienne, are a mine of information both on the
material and spiritual existence of the women religious.
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of Christian modesty". 13  For some, patriotic fervor played a part in their missionizing impulse: in

Algeria the sisters of the Doctrine Chretienne spoke of the need to build a new France: "Algeria has

become a new France ... [the Algerian mission] is a devotional enterprise which we pursue for the

glory of our good Master, our ambition is to win him hearts". 14 Many women saw their missionary

impulse as a form of self-sacrifice: "Despite my reluctance and squeamishness, one day I must make

the sacrifice of all that is dear to me to follow our heavenly spouse to those foreign beaches". 15

Another woman asked to go to Africa in 1850 in order to serve God, arguing "to die the victim of

devotion to God's wishes is the most saintly death after martyrdom".

The impulse or the desire to spread French civilization abroad carried gendered implications

since religious women's vision of civilization differed subtly from that of their masculine counterparts.

16 French nuns transposed their vision of French society onto foreign soil and assumed that families

formed the cornerstone of other societies. Civilization then meant spreading those values that ensured

women would provide the moral lessons necessary to regenerate society from within. Educating girls

and women constituted a religious and moral imperative whose repercussions were expected to have

social implications. Unlike Protestant missionary women, Catholic religious congregations had an

autonomy of action and of visibility that enabled them to target female populations more easily. Male

missionaries, on the other hand, sought more directly to influence the political and socio-economic

structures they encountered overseas through the creation of a native elite.17 It goes without saying no

doubt that male and female Catholic missionaries expected to interact almost exclusively with persons

of their own sex which influenced of course their vision of what might be accomplished through their

actions. Once settled in foreign settings, however, women like male missionaries were forced to

readjust their expectations about what constituted their civilizing mission.

13. Ravelemonana, Histoire de l’education, p. 213-14, Heinrich, "Les missionnaires oblats de Marie Immaculate et le
personnel des missions sous leur juridiction en Afrique Australe de 1851 d 1910" (Memoire de maitrise, Universite de
Strasbourg 11, 1995), p.46.
14. Cited in E. Renson, ADC, unpublished manuscript on the history of the order in Algeria (c. 1994), p.45. For more
detailed information on French missionary vocations, see G. Nemo, "Vocation missionnaire africaine d'une congregation
feminine au XIX' siecle: exemple de St Joseph de Cluny", p.69-98; in Femmes en Mission., as well as her dissertation, op.
cit.; E. Dufoureq, Les congregations religieuses feminines; J. Gadille, "L'Ideologie" des missions catholiques en Afrique
francophone", pp. 43-61 in Guisseppe Ruggieri, ed. Eglise et Histoire de l’eglise en Afriques. Actes du colloque de
Bologne, 22-25 octobre 1988 (Paris, Beauchesne, 1988).
15. ADC, Entretiens familiers, 1843-185 1, p. 284.
16. The gendered history of missions remains to be written from French sources; for suggestive approaches using English
sources, see F. Bowie, et al, eds., Women and Missions.
17. This is perhaps most evident in the actions of Monseigneur Lavigerie in Algeria. For a general overview of French
missionary activities, see B. Salvaing, Les missionaires a la rencontre de I’Afrique au XIXe siecle
(Paris, 1995), especially, p.65-79.
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II. Establishing schools in a foreign setting

The nature of early missionary schools depended to a great extent on the local context and the type of

financial, political or religious support these women had from French authorities. Upon arriving women

religious adopted different strategies if they were in interaction with an existing settler population, with

Muslims, or families of mixed ethnic background. Similarly, congregations that received financial support

from the French government had greater leeway in their creations than those who relied solely on their own

resources. The diversity of clientele and institutional structures in mission territories meant that the civilizing

mission varied widely from place to place, even within the same congregation. Examples from different

locations and types of schools illustrate how missionary ideals fluctuated and evolved in response to local

pressures, so that women religious hesitated over whether to privilege moral, religious, educational, social or

national objectives. Despite variations, however, women religious shared common assumptions about

education that governed their understanding of what sort of civilizing mission was appropriate for what sort of

people. Introducing civilized ways, in other words, meant different things for Europeans as opposed to

Africans or Indians.

In areas where a settler population existed, congregations quickly shifted their initial focus

from indigenous people to people of European origins. This was particularly true in Algeria where the

colonial government vigorously forbade efforts to convert Muslims. In 1843 the local Bishop in

Algeria estimated there were some 25-30,000 nominally Catholic Europeans whose daughters were in

sore need of religious education. But even this population received very different treatment according

to their social class, just as they did in France. The Sacred Heart, for example, focused its educational

efforts on the European elite, opening a boarding school in Mustapha on the outskirts of Algiers, but it

also offered more limited education to girls from the lower ranks of society. Bishop Dupuch described

their entreprise in the following glowing terms:

"An extremely handsome establishment; it includes a boarding school for young ladies that is
on a par with the most respected institutions of this type in France; a day school directed
toward officers' children who are stationed in great number in Mustapha and who can't afford to
pay for boarding their daughters and a free work school for the poor girls of the area which is as
successful as it is perfectly managed." 18

Muslim girls were not present in any of these schools.

The dynamic provincial superior who supervised the expansion of the Doctrine Chretienne's

presence in Algeria specifically placed European conversions as a priority

18. Archives d'Outre Mer, F80 1746, report by Dupuch to the Governor General of Algeria, 21 Jan. 1845.
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before that of the Arab populations: "Before considering direct efforts to convert Arabs, it is important

to focus on regenerating the European, and especially French, populations as much as possible who

come here seeking to make a fortune."19 Between 1850 and 1866 the Doctrine Chretienne opened

some fifty schools, catering to this poor fortune-hunting European population.20 Their institutional

development was greatly facilitated by the financial support that the French government offered, but at

the same time they respected the military and then the civil's governments orders to practice religious

tolerance. In reality the absence of Muslim students meant that their civilizing efforts resembled those

practiced among the rural poor in France. Religious instruction formed the backbone of a curriculum

that focused on introducing orderly and domestic ways through lessons in needlework and basic

hygiene. In many areas the Doctrine Chretienne also ran local hospitals, orphanages, salles d'asiles,

boarding schools, and work-houses, often using one building for several functions.21

In Saint Louis and Gor6e in Senegal, the precociously international sisters of Saint Joseph de

Cluny operated a similar range of institutions while receiving financial support from the Ministry of

the Marines and Colonies. Unlike the Algerian situation, however, the local European population was

far smaller and local colonial officials encouraged the idea of educating indigenous black girls arguing

"women exert a tremendous influence on the morals of this country, so one must act through them to

give this population the love of work, as well as more industrious, more active and more French

habits".22 A "school for young negresses" opened in 1826 offering lessons in the rudiments, taught in

French; the main object of of this school however was to teach cleanliness, how to run a house and

how to garden in order to form a "laboring class". A more radical pr jet to transplant African boys and

girls to the congregation's noviciate in Bailleul, France envisioned the creation of a native class of

nuns or teachers well versed in civilized ways thanks to their total immersion in French society.

Although three African girls were sent to France, this project failed for obvious logistical reasons;

more importantly, this project fundamentally

19. ADC, Annales, 1852-1867, Notice sur Mere Thecle Braulot", p.500. Turin uses this same material in her book, cf
p.209-212.
20. In 1852 eight schools in the province of Algier educated some 1162 children; fourteen schools in the province of
Constantine welcomed some 1911 students. The congregation's historian, E. Renson indicates that between 1861 and 1867
they founded 16 private schools and 4 boarding schools; ADC, unpublished manuscript on the history of the order in
Algeria, p.79, 109.
21. Archives d'Outre Mer, F80, 1564. For more information about these early schools see, Annales de la Doctrine
Chretienne, vol.1, Partie Historique. In Eastern France, where this congregation came from, it was similarly diversified. For
the history of this order, see Histoire des soeurs de la Doctrine Chr6tienne de Nancy. Pour l’education des filles a la
campagne: Sources et bibliographie (Nancy, 1988).
22. In 1835 it is estimated there were some 880 European inhabitants in Saint Louis. Because the French presence in the
Four Communes dated back to the 18th century, a far larger population of mixed-race families existed than in Algeria.
Lecuir-Nemo, Femmes et vocation missionnaire, p.128, citation of the Governor General, Baron Roger, 19 Aug. 1825, p.
157.
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misjudged local appreciation of the civilizing mission. Although the sisters of Saint Joseph de Cluny

taught mulatto girls in their schools, they maintained strict separation between these students and a

small number of European girls; the former learned religion, primary education and domestic work

while the latter received lessons in decorum and the accomplishments.23

In Africa, most congregations believed that the indigenous people needed to learn the value of

hard work in order to reap the benefits of French civilization, and they quickly perceived that the

example of the "more civilized" European populations was not enough. Orphanages appeared to offer

an ideal population for educators seeking to promote a radical change in attitude through the creation

of hard-working indigenous Christian families. In arguing for the need to open an orphanage in 1853

the sisters of the Doctrine Chretienne argued "[we need to] teach them how to run a household, raise

livestock, cultivate a garden, etc., because Algeria has sickened due to slothfulness, it will only gain

strength through work."24 In Senegal the sisters of Saint Joseph de Cluny created orphanages in the

hopes of marrying their pupils with those of male christian missionaries and they briefly operated an

agricultural colony which Superior General Javouhey described as "contributing to the grand project of

civilizing Africa, creating a laborious agricultural people, composed above all of honest and 'good

Christians."25 Here congregations directly acted on the indigenous populations, but as in France, they

were careful to separate orphans from other categories of students, and the "civilization" that was

proposed was a far cry from learning to play the piano and speak French.

Voyagers to the American midwest had also imagined their task heroically converting the

"infidels" (be they Indians or Protestants). The countess de la Rochejacquelin who financed the trip of

the sisters of Saint Joseph de Lyon in 1836 explained her objectives in these terms:

"I promised God, insofar as he would deign to bless their design, to send six Sisters of Saint
Joseph de Lyon to North America to convert the savages, to teach their children and those of
Protestant families, and to convert those to whom the missionaries, too busy and too few, are
able to make but passing visits”26

This attitude was quickly abandonned in favor of educating European and creole girls "so that the

civilized population will offer the miserable Indians the examples they have a

23. For information on the educational initiatives of Saint Joseph de Cluny, see Lecuir-Nemo and D. Bouche,
L'enseignement dans les territoire francais de l’Afrique occidentale de 1817 a 1920 (These Paris I, 1974), p.400-424.
24. ADC, Annales religieuses (1852-1857), 1853, p.23. In Algeria orphanages represent the rare institutions where native
girls received some form of education.
25 Cited in Lecuir-Nemo, Femmes et vocation missionnaire, p. 139.
26. Cited in Coburn and Smith, Spirited Lives. p.38.
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right to expect".27 As a result, the Sacred Heart, for exemple, waited some twenty years before

attempting an Indian mission.28

In the United States French congregations did not have the financial support of the French

government and so the initial schools operated with limited budgets. Most commonly, women

religious founded boarding schools which generated income allowing them then to diversify their

educational offerings. For the French, boarding schools were seen as the most efficient way to

thoroughly educate young girls far from the temptations of the outside world.29 By targetting the local

non-native elite they sought to foster the emergence of Christian families who would then serve as an

example of the virtues of civilization. Local bishops in America defended this orientation arguing that

"reform will only occur through the education of the superior classes of society and they are just as

ignorant as the lower classes.”30

The hybrid quality of many early religious schools undoutedly influenced (and altered) the

educational mission of congregations overseas. While most institutions began by opening a boarding

school, they quickly opened day schools, poor schools and even orphanages, often in the same physical

space. In Saint Louis, Missouri in the 1830s and 1840s, the elite-oriented Sacred Heart, who only ran

boarding schools in France, taught a range of students both rich and poor, Catholic and Protestant,

white and black although the latter were educated separately.31 The sisters of Saint Joseph de Lyon

showed similar flexibility when they arrived in the midwest in the 1840s, opening a middle-class

Academy but also running a day school, an orphanage and a school for deaf children.32

In the early 1830s Bishop Rosati described the Saint Louis schools of the Sacred Heart in the

following terms: "The house is not elegant as your European convents, but it is suitable for this

country".33 Despite relatively limited numbers (some thirty students in the early 1830s) this school

nonetheless offered a five year course of study largely based

27. Annales de la Propagande de la Foi, cited in Dufourcq, Les congregations religieuses, p.214. The term  “creole" is
used in this period to designate populations of European descent born in the United States
28. The Sacred Heart arrived in Saint Louis in 1818; Philippine Duchesne only went off to found the Sugar Creek mission
for the Potawatomi in 1842. For details of the Sacred Heart's American development, see C. Mooney, Philippine Duchesne,
A Woman with the Poor (Paulist Press, 1990)
29. The contrast here with England is striking; British middle and upper middle class families far preferred home education
with a governess if they were able, whereas the same social groups in France willingly sent their daughters to boarding
schools. See K. Hughes on England, The Victorian Governess (London, 1993); for France, see F. Mayeur, L’education des
filles en France au XIXe siecle (Paris, 1979).
30. Cited in L. Callan, Philippine Duchesne. Une femme, une pionniere, une sainte (Clermont Ferrand, 1989), 29 January
1819, p. 163.
31. N. Baumgarten, "Education and Democracy in Frontier Saint Louis: The Society of the Sacred Heart", History of
Education Quarterly (summer 1994), p. 171-192.
32. See Coburn and Smith for Saint Joseph in United States; see S. Curtis for the same congregation's activities in France,
Educating the Faithful: Catholic Primary Schooling and the Teaching congregations in the Diocese of Lyon (PhD diss.,
Univ. of Indiana, 1994--forthcoming at ??? Press).
33. Cited in C. Mooney, Philippine Duchesne, p.203-204.
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on the French plan of study. Unlike in France, however, the Sacred Heart was careful not to emphasize

Catholicism in their early schools. In order to accomodate and to attract a religiously and ethnically

diverse student body cultural and religious proselytizing was downplayed. Moreover, the physical

proximity of boarders, day students, and poor students introduced more democratic practices within

the schools in striking opposition to what happened in Africa or in France. As Gallitzine noted in the

report highlighted at the beginning of this paper, students intermingled in inappropriate ways in the

American schools. Clearly American ideals had influenced the way the institution operated,

threatening the educational assumptions that guided French nuns overseas.

As the African examples illustrate, "civilization" for French nuns might involve teaching young

girls to sing or paint, to master French and geography, but it could also mean simply learning to sew,

be orderly and to keep clean. In other words, civilization was encoded in a class-based vision of social

structures. The characteristics of the civilizing mission also varied according to the religious and

ethnic orientation of the student body. In the early years neither Protestants nor muslims were expected

to become Catholic but there were some basic values that all groups of students were expected to

internalize, values that were more moral and French than religious. This required instilling a respect

for order and for rules that underlay the entire educational system. Existing rule books all highlight the

importance of a daily routine, where every moment of the school day was monitored and where

students were always kept busy.34 Basic domestic tasks played an important role in the educational

vision of all of these congregations as girls learned to do needlework, keep household expenses, and

master elementary hygiene. This extremely ordered vision of the civilizing mission was most

comfortable in a boarding school setting where negative outside influences could be kept to a

minimum. But in the United States, the pressures of a more demanding clientele introduced elements

of disorder as families insisted on seeing their daughters more regularly and chafed at the rules the

nuns sought to impose. French women religious were forced to recognize that the characteristics of the

civilizing mission, even stripped of its religious underbelly, had to adapt to the cultural expectations of

their student body or to the pressures of local authorities. This adaptation, however, could take quite

different forms.

III. Recasting the civilizing mission : the impact of cultural encounters

The ideological motives that pushed women religious to settle in Africa and North America

were generally expressed in religious rather than national terms, but once on

34. Examples of such rule-books for the United States can be found in Baumgarten, "Education and Democracy"; for
Senegal, see Nemo, 415-489.
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foreign soil the essential Frenchness of their mission inevitably took on greater significance. The local

political context as well as local recruitments strongly determined the nature of cultural adaptations

and the impact these had on the education being offered.35 The perception of cultural superiority that

drove the civilizing mission evolved very differently in colonial and non-colonial soils. In areas under

colonial control, women religious continued to understand civilization as a set of values that

emphasized their difference from native populations. In the United States, however, the missionary

zeal that underlay the early midwestern foundations diminished as schools multiplied and the ethnic

composition of the congregations evolved. Increasingly, French congregations shifted their focus from

regenerating society to spreading Catholicism At the same time a national and gendered vision of

French civilization emerged in certain congregations, such as the Sacred Heart, testifying to the

diversity of meanings attached to la mission civilisatrice.

Civilization understood as difference was partly a product of institutional development once

settled in Africa and it was, of course, intimately tied to attitudes about race. Unlike French

administrators who remained committed for many decades to the principle of assimilation, nuns in

Algeria and Senegal created schools that isolated European and white students from black, mixed-race

or Arab students.36 When the colonial government in Algeria created Arab-French schools for both

girls and boys in the 1850s it emphasized once again that the goal was to achieve the fusion of races.37

Revealingly, nuns were not chosen to run these schools, probably because lay administrators had

doubts about the ability of nuns to impart civilization without religion. In Senegal in the 1850s the

situation was more complicated because of the large mixed-blood population. Nonetheless, evidence

suggests that although the sisters of Cluny educated mulatto students at times with European girls,

ex-slaves and Muslims were kept in separate classes with separate curricula.

Congregation's recruits were in many ways a measure of their ability or desire to recognize the

local population's ability to become civilized and along what terms. In Algeria and Senegal the sisters

of Saint Joseph de Cluny and the Doctrine Chretienne

35. It is not possible in this brief essay to develop the connections between the political context and the evolution of the
missionary ideal, but these were of course critical.
36. It is not always easy to discern the ethnic composition of the student body; reports by the nuns often masked the fact
they were mainly educating European girls. Pressures both from the home institution which expected "results" as well as
from government officials, in the case of Senegal, explain why descriptions of the schools' clientele were frequently vague.
37. Obviously, the colonial government also viewed the Algerians as culturally inferior but their vision of how the civilizing
mission should operate was not as segregative as that of the nuns. See Y. Turin, Affrontements culturels dans l’Algerie
Coloniale. Ecoles, medecines, religion, 1830-1880 (Paris, 1971).
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initially grew thanks to the arrival of French recruits sent from the mother house.38 The centralized

training of the noviciate was an important factor in imposing a common vision on the sisters of a

congregation, and most sought to perpetuate this ideal once they had moved overseas.39 In 1849 the

Doctrine Chretienne opened a noviciate in Bab Azoun, a suburb of Algiers. Rather than recruiting

indigenous women, however, it attracted mainly French or European women, especially former

students.40 Saint Joseph de Cluny adopted a different tactic in Senegal in that they helped to

established a native congregation in 1858, the Daughters of the Saint Coeur de Marie, whose explicit

objective was to seek conversions. They recruited, however, only mulatto elites who had gone through

their schools.41 As a result, the fruits of civilization remained extremely limited at mid-century,

touching mainly European families in Algeria or the mixed-blood populations in Senegal.

In the United States the evolution of the civilizing mission took a more varied path, thus

highlighting its extremely contingent nature. Unlike in Africa, congregations such as the Sacred Heart

or Saint Joseph de Lyon quickly recruited sisters from their schools and set up noviciates along French

lines to train these women. These recruits included both creole and American women whose native

language was English not French and whose cultural experiences were distinct from those nuns who

had been born and raised in the mother country. By 1850 thirty-six per cent of the sisters of Saint

Joseph de Lyon in America were American-born and increasingly English was becoming the language

of communication.42 The result of introducing new and foreign blood into French structures produced,

however, quite varied results within different congregations.

Somewhat ironically, the success of some French congregations in recruiting --and thus

civilizing,-- American sisters led to dissension and at times separation as aspects of the French

civilizing mission met with increased hostility. In particular, the French sisters' insistence on

maintaining class distinctions both in the congregation and in schools sat uneasily in the American

context. Most jarring was the division between choir sisters who taught and ran the schools and lay

sisters who performed the menial chores. But American recruits also opposed the social elitism

reflected in the spatial divisions between orphans, day students, and boarders. Moreover, ethnic

rivalries also existed both

38. By 1900 over 500 sisters of the Doctrine Chretienne were in Algeria, Dufourcq, Les congregations religieuses, p.428.
39. For the importance of noviciate training, see R. Rogers, "Retrograde or modern? Unveiling the teaching nun in
nineteenth-century France", Social History (May 1998), p. 146-164..
40. Between 1850-65, the noviciate educated 164 young women only 8 of whom were born in Africa; all eight were born of
French parents. Renson, p.80.
41. See Lecuir-N6mo, Femmes et vocation, especially part 11, ch.3.
42. Coburn and Smith, Spirited Lives, p.52-53. Moreover, by 1847 the French constitution had been translated into English
for the American communities.
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among the nuns and the students.43 In general, American recruits had a harder time adjusting to the

multiplicity of rules that governed the congregation's mission, particularly the insistence on enclosure,

the omnipresence of surveillance, and the separation from families. As a result, many congregations

evolved away from the initial conception of introducing a French vision of civilization to a more

general concern to spread catholicism.44

The congregations that adapted their mode of operation while remaining tied to a French

mother house provide the more interesting examples of how cultural encounters altered or reoriented

the civilizing mission. The "Americanization" of certain French congregations involved the adoption

of English as the common language, introducing more flexible rules within the congregation, and

readjusting their educational objectives.45 Saint Joseph de Lyon's academy in Saint Louis, while

advertising the quality of the "proper French education" they offered, nonetheless modified the content

to suit the expectations of upwardly mobile American parents. In the 1840s their curriculum included

French, Latin, German, sacred and profane history, geography, mathematics, rhetoric, botany, physics,

chemistry and astronomy. More tellingly, this congregation increasingly pushed course work in

"ornamentals" to the sidelines of their Academies at a time in France when such subjects continued to

play a central role for French elites.46 Many American Catholics viewed the French educational

emphasis on exterior graces and accomplishments as inappropriate to the social arrangements of the

New World.47

Adjustment to life in America, as well as the recruitment of American nuns, also meant that

earlier judgements concerning the roughness of American social manners softened although inspection

reports continued to emphasize the need to work on students' politeness.48 As Mother Galitzine

emphasized in her report back home after visiting the houses of the Sacred Heart, success implied

adaptation and respect for

43. In 1834 the Superior General of the Sacred Heart remonstrated her nuns in America, saying "Banish forever ... those
odious distinctions between American and French women". Lettres circulaires de notre bienheureuse Mere Madeleine
Sophie Barat (Roehampton, 1917), letter of Dec. 1836.
44. For an illuminating discussion of intercultural conflict within the American context, see M.S. Thompson, "Sisterhood
and Power: Class, culture and ethnicity in the American Convent", Colby Library Quarterly, 25 (1989), p.149-175. For
French congregations in the United States, see Sister Frances, The Convent School of French Origin in the United States,
1727 to 1843 (Ph.D. Diss, Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1936), E. Brewer. Nuns and the Education of American Catholic
Women, 1860-1920 (Chicago, 1987), B. Misner, "Highly Respectable and Accomplished Ladies:” Catholic Women
Religious in America, 1790-1850 (New York, 1988) as well as Coburn and Smith, Spirited Lives.
45. My perspective on Americanization has been influenced by P. Byrne, "Sisters of Saint Joseph: Americanization of a
French Tradition", U.S. Catholic Historian (summer/falll 1986), p.241-272.
46. Coburn and Smith, Spirited Lives, 164-165. Sister Frances also argues for the decline of polite accomplishment and the
emergence of "sterner subjects", such as the classics and mathematics, see The Convent School, p.221.
47.See Brewer, Nuns, p.61.
48. See the inspections reports for the different American houses in the Roman archives of the Society for the Sacred Heart,
section CIV.
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American customs rather than trying to change them. In practice this meant such things as accepting a

less rigid organization of daily life, permitting the widespread use of English both in the classroom and

among nuns, respecting Protestant prejudices against frivolous behavior on Sundays, and allowing day

students to mingle with boarders. While Mother Superior Barat repeated the injunction against having

the two categories interact in 1834, by the second half of the century visitors accepted their

co-mingling.

Despite the "Americanization" of many French congregations it would be inaccurate to assume

that the characteristics of the French civilizing mission simply vanished. Instead there is evidence in

some congregations of an interesting melding of more open and democratic modes of functioning with

a continued insistence on what was seen as characteristically French, particularly the insistence on

speaking in French. The sisters of St Mary of Namur, for example continued to teach in French and

use books that developed French pedagogical methods throughout the century.49 Similarly, the Sacred

Heart insisted that its boarding schools throughout the world follow the French plan of study which

was NOT translated into English. Indeed over time the flexibility and openness that characterized the

initial foundations around Saint Louis vanished as the Sacred Heart reverted back to its French roots,

focusing on the education of Catholic elites. The prospectus for their Academy in New York

emphasized "the education of young ladies of the higher class [was] the special object of this

institute".50

Perhaps more critically, over time all French congregations were able to place Catholicism at

the center of their educational mission so that religion rather than national origin distinguished their

institutions from other schools. Certainly the similarities between Catholics schools whose nuns came

from Ireland, Germany, France or America were far greater than their differences. Should one then

conclude that by the final quarter of the century the French civilizing mission in the United States had

spent its force and that French nuns like German immigrants had been absorbed into the melting pot?

I think not. The recentering of educational goals on Catholicism had a tremendous impact on

American society as a whole; French nuns and their schools are an important part of the story that

transformed the fabric of American religious life. But there's more to their impact than that. Although

congregations adapted and adjusted to American life, many maintained a carefully cultivated

reputation for offering a "French" education to the daughters of wealthy or middle class families. By

the 1870s and 1880s this meant forming an articulate and polished young woman who could converse

in French and play

49. M. Ewen, The Role of the Nun in l9th-century America (Salem, 1984), p.2 1 S.
50. J. Dolan, The Immigrant Church. New York's Irish and German Catholics, 1815-1865 (Notre Dame, 1983), p.113
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her role as hostess in a living room. Within school walls, a French education meant single-sex education

(whereas American high schools were co-educational), relatively little social mixing, strict surveillance, and a

demanding course load where memorization played an important role. That schools continued to advertise

themselves as offering a French model of education strongly suggests that the French civilizing mission

survived although altered by its experience of American life.

Assumptions about the civilizing mission clearly evolved over the course of the century as

French women religious encountered people and cultures fundamentally different from what they

knew. Adjusting to different situations involved recognizing differences, most notably accepting that

Muslims would not be the focus of educational efforts in the colonies. Instead, nuns targetted

European or mixed blood populations thus reinforcing or creating new divisions within colonial

society. At mid century women religious in Algeria and Senegal pursued a civilizing mission that was

distinctly differentiated by class and by ethnic group. Although schools showed some concessions to

local habits at times (students didn't have to wear uniforms, or were allowed to be barefoot) there is no

evidence of schools becoming "Africanized" over time. Indeed Lecuir-Nemo has argued for Senegal

that the nuns became increasingly patriotic and nationalistic in their discourse within the schools, as

they vaunted their schools that produced young bourgeoises as in Europe."

In America the French civilization that some nuns continued to defend was not carried by the

same political assumptions that increasingly prevailed in the colonial setting.52 Instead "French

education for girls" represented cultural refinement within a Catholic setting. While such education

was reserved for an elite their actions had no intended political repercussions. Instead the mission

civilisatrice as it evolved in the United States allowed congregations like the Sacred Heart to develop a

more cultural orientation that sought to promulgate a specifically French understanding of

womanhood, albeit with an American twang.

51. Nemo, Femmes et vocation, p.472-48 1.
52. See Conklin, A Mission to civilize.


